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S t o ry 1

Story 2

ȶਮЄσٺღȷ

ȶ٘ሉЖϚᚔȷ

ՌĳııķԑଔȂਮЄོ࣏ΟёၭਮЄޟᖒᛮȂಢԙΟȶਮЄσٺღȷȂ
ღଲৠჁ౾ȂӻႀԻΡȂՍϬ॒ᖒένӻΡޟਮЄȄԤΙԩȂσ
ٺਮЄޟίЉுޣਮЄޟᚔжȂҳ։ԊኑᄇПȂཱིٮਮЄོकᓃȄՌ
ԪȂ၎ਮЄϞίЉӻԩкଢ଼ЛࡻᏰਮࣀଢ଼ȃ१࡚ॎგЅ೩ҳዩᏰߜȄ
ӵȶਮЄσٺȷޟֆΨڷᖒᛮήȂᏰਮၭϚӣ۩տޟਮЄȶ१ཱིጣȷȂ
џᒝۨђՍȊ

ಋۨछޟĹıԑфਮЄȂҥܻᆍᆍনӰҐߕ෫ȄԂޟЮҔؐԑ
ӱ෫ࣸᒑȃ௭ძȄߖԑȂᄇড়ߝࣱфߒτڋҔਮȂӻԩᄙ
ਖᝦȂЛࡻᏰਮӨࣀଢ଼Ѕ१࡚ॎგȄ
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Story 3
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Story 4

ȶཐყൢȷ

ģŕũŪŴġŪŴġŢŭŭġŊġŤŢůġŢŧŧŰųťģ

ዥЖਮЄଝӄࡣਖюσഋӋଝӄߜȂЛࡻ१࡚ॎგȄڏᄙ
ϞᖞюܻᄇҔਮޟཐᐭϞȄၗᇳȂ࿋ԑՂৱޣொԂޟড়ც
֨ᜲȂܻჂᓾԂҧᏰາջȂԂӰԪՄڧཐଢ଼ȄЅࡣ
ԂӵώհΰีϚᒿȂឈுᔖ၎ӱ㕞ҔਮȂоൢȄ

Ι՝٘ޟԑߝਮЄȂᗶငᐣႪଜ༆ޟᖫᇟȂϫਖюᎴՂ
ߜȂЛࡻ१࡚ॎგȂ߬ڒϛඪڗȈģŕũŪŴġŪŴġŢŭŭġŊġŤŢůġŢŧŧŰųťįģġ
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Story 5
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Story 6

ȶ٘ᡝΨȂᄔᡗஅޟདྷȷ

ȶዅԁࢊȷ

ෆହ٘ሉ॓ѴӴޟ༈ఀρȂᗶณငᔼనӇٮϚ൲၉Ȃ
ծϫਖᝦҔਮȂЛࡻ१࡚Ȅ

ਮߝԤΙ՝݉ЄȂԂϚ़ਮЄȂծϫဣΨө݉Єᝎ
ਖЅ௰ᑒڔȄԤΙԩȂೝտΡ׳ຟȈȶտΡᏰਮᝰ
ȂᏰਮЅਮЄོ॒ȂϚሯौձӻᆓٱȊȷӵԂՄ
ِȂҁலϚႆȂ࣏ޟЛࡻ݉ЄЅஅఀఀىȄငԂ
ޟֆΨȂࠉࡣӻԩӓᝰு෫ᄌЅΡҕᄌႉΙϯȄ
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Story 7
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Story 8

ȶЖฒቋȷ

ȶડફޟਖΡȷ

ਮߝޟఀོԁЄΙӪޟρѧᐠȂҡࣀٮϚᙴ၉ȂծᄙਖᒯȄ
ĳıĲĲԑࢇีࣂۺķĭıııϯਢȂт߯ΙјߜȂਖᏰਮհ१࡚ϞҢȄ

ᏰਮԝڗΙΙϯޟЛಉȂծਖޱҐԤߒ݂٘ӋȄᏰਮඁငᖒȂ
ுொᄇП࣏ΙӪωϲᏰҡޟড়ߝȂෆ़پёЀϛᙏϭོȂுޣᏰਮ
१࡚ॎგȂһΪϷᇯӣ़ޟఀى౩܈ȂܻਖᝦЛࡻȄՍܻڏτڋശ
ࡣԤ֏ҧΣ़Ȃ՝ড়ߝϚആ៩ȂоҰϴғЅᗗ༼Ȅ
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Story 9
ᏰҡᙽޟϽ

1

ਖᝦΙӋෂώޟԝΣġ
From an S6 graduate
Dear Mrs Lee,

20 August 2012

Being a 2012 S6 graduate, I am writing to extend my heartfelt thanks
to Ying Wa.
I might seem an anonymous student at school and had few
outstanding ECA or academic records. However, deep down my
heart, I am very grateful that the school has always provided us a
safe haven and hub for learning. Not only did Ying Wa teach us how
to excel in academics, but also how to be a graceful lady……
Apart from the exceptional teachers I encountered in Ying Wa, I
have also made best friends here whom I share my joy and sorrow
with.
Ying Wa has taught me invaluable lessons in how to live a bright and
beautiful life. I sincerely hope that the tradition of assemblies and
speeches can be passed on for generations. Sometimes you won’t
NQRZKRZLQÀXHQWLDODVSHHFKRUDQDVVHPEO\FDQEHXQWLOZHUHZLQG
our life.

2

ҧዩᏰߜҢоЛࡻ१࡚
January 2013
Dear Mrs Lee,
I am a graduate in the class of 2011-2012 and am now studying
in the university. I am writing to see if you can help me write a
letter in support of a scholarship I am now applying…… One of
the reasons for applying such a scholarship is that I would like to
donate part of it to the school redevelopment project.

March 2013
Dear Mrs Lee,
I have just received an academic scholarship and would like to
donate part of the total amount for the Redevelopment Project.
I am planning to come back to Ying Wa the coming Tuesday
(19th March) at around 12:30-12:45pm. May I know if I should
hand in the cheque in the office or are there any other required
procedures?

Enclosed please find my insignificant donation to the school’s
redevelopment project as a token of thanks to the priceless years in
<LQJ:D7KHPRQH\LVDFWXDOO\P\¿UVWHYHUVDODU\ WREHSUHFLVH
my allowance) to the internship I had this summer. I wish every
success of Ying Wa and I will pray for a wonderful new campus for
my “ৱ”ې.
,KDGQHYHULPDJLQHGKRZVLJQL¿FDQWDQGLQÀXHQWLDO<LQJ:DZRXOG
be until after graduation. The feelings are indescribable in words.
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3

ᏰོϷٴȞਖࡣཐِȟ
June 2013
Dear Mrs Lee,
In fact, it takes me years to learn how to share my
property with others and I am still learning (especially
when I was young, it was hard for me to share toys with
my sibling or family friends).

4

ཾҡཐِġ
March 2014
Dear Mrs Lee,
Speaking of what Ying Wa has given to me, I want to give
something in return. I hereby present you…(drum roll please)…
MY ASSET OF $500 LOL! I know I know. This is awkward,
weird and pathetically insignificant. But this is actually my
scholarship last year for some reason.
For the protection of my anonymity, I had it taken out of the
envelope after 1 full year. I believe there is a fund or something
for the redevelopment project? I reckon there is where I want it
to be used for, but I’m proud to just hand it to some teachers.
But if not, (then this is really awkward lol) Salvation Army or
RWKHUFKDULW\ZLOOGRMXVWDVÀQH2UPD\EHKDYHDPDVVDJHRU
a spa!! lol Girls need to be spoiled sometimes heehee ^.^.
Anyways, this the very least that I can do to thank Ying Wa, and
you in particular, Mrs Lee, really, thank you.
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5

ϛΙޟਖġ
3 July 2014
Dear Mrs. Lee
Nice to meet you. I am from Class 1C. I am the treasurer of the
class. This year, I really thank for your love and care.
As this is the end of the school year, we have to deal with the
remaining class membership fee. While we are deciding the
usage of the money, some classmates in my class suggested to
spend it for the school redevelopment project. Unfortunately,
most of them disagreed. Therefore, here is the money from the
students who are willing to donate.
We know that actually this is not a big amount, but we all want
to lend a hand to the school. We all believe that ‘It is more
blessed to give than to receive’, that is why we decided to
donate it instead of receiving the whole amount by ourselves.
Therefore, I hope you would be glad to receive it. Would you
please transfer it for us? Since, I am not quite familiar how to
deal with it.
We are going to pray more for the school. I hope the project
will be successful and we can start our school life in Robinson
Road soon.
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